Kunszentmiklós Cup
U14 EFC European Circuit, Men's and Women’s Foil
Kunszentmiklósi Diák Vívó Egyesület is happy to invite you to the U14 EFC
European Competition, which will be held as men's and women’s foil on March 4,
2017.
Place of the competition: Miklóssy János Sportközpont (Hungary, 6090
Kunszentmiklós, Erzébet tér 5.)
Time of the competition: March 4, 2017 (Saturday)
Men’s foil
8:00 a.m.
Women’s foil
2:00 p.m.
Entry: National competitors can register on the website of Hungarian National
Fencing Association - no later than one day prior to the date of the Circuit.
International competitors may register at kdvse.2014@gmail.com
If you wish to register at the scene of the competition, you have to pay three
times the price of the online entry fee according to the regulation of MVSZ.
To participate:
The competitor was born after January 1, 2003, has a valid sports medical
certificate and shows up at the main desk at latest 30 minutes before the
competition starts.
Schedule of the competition: 1 round of 5 touches, direct knockout table of 15
touches.
Equipment:
Helmet: 350 NW, clothing: 350 NW, underarm protector: 800NW, having an
electric bib is mandatory. There is a weight test for all matches.
Judges:
In addition to the official Hungarian judges, the participation is open for foreign
judges, too. If at least 5 competitors come from the same country, we kindly ask
you to provide us with one foreign judge. If it is not possible, you are asked to
pay 50 euros for a judge.
Rewards:
The top 8 competitors will receive a medal, the ones who result amongst the best
three will receive a cup and a medal.
The entry fee is 2500 HUF, or EUR 10 per individual.

- Medical attendance will be provided by the organizers.
- Only the competitors and the trainers may enter the gym in sport shoes. NO
BOOTS allowed in the gym.
- We kindly ask that family members, friends to watch the competition from the
gallery.
-The buffet of the sports center will be open during the Circuit.
-You can park behind the building. You are asked not to use the Kiskunsági
Áruház's - the store’s - parking lot at the other side of the street.
Recommended accommodations:
Kisbojtár Vendéglő és Panzió:
Address: 6090, Kunszentmiklós Kossuth Lajos út. 28.
GPS: X 19,126 Y 47,022
Email: fa-tanyerbt@freemail.hu
Phone number: +36-76-351-491 - call it to make a reservervation
Mobil: +36-20-9466-558

Szalki Fogadó:
Address: 6086 Szalkszentmárton, Hősök tere 16.
Phone number: +36-76-358-335
Mobil: +36-30-861-9622
Email: szalkifogado@freemail.hu, info@szalkifogado.hu
Web: www.szalkfogado.hu
Baki Ház:
Address: 6090 Kunszentmiklós, Virágh Gedeon utca 5/a
Phone number: +36-30-370-6773
Email: bakihaz@freemail.hu
Hotel Apaj:
Address: 2345 Apaj, Hajdós Major
Phone number: 06-(26)-311-411
06-(24)-430-275
Mobil: 06-(30)-960-2791
06-(30)-248-1259
Email: vadas.istvan6@upcmail.hu
Web: https://www.apajpusztafogado.hu
Kék Duna Wellnes Hotel:
Address: Ráckeve, Dömsödi út 1-3, 2300
Web: https://szallas.hu/duna-relax-event-hotel-rackeve/
Phone number: +36-24-523-230
Tassi Halászcsárda:

Address: 6098, Tass Szentgyörgypuszta 3.
Web: info@tassihalaszcsarda.hu
Phone number: +36 76 357 466
Mobil: +36-30-9710-052
Kuckó Pihenőház:
Address: Kiskunlacháza, Tavasz utca 1/a, 2340
Phone number: +36-24-430-586
Web: https://www.szallasinfo.hu/kucko_pihenohaz/index.php?show_ctx=1#fogl/
Kiskunlacháza, Bankháza puszta, Vendégház:
Address: 2340 Kiskunlacháza, Bankháza puszta 1.
Phone number: +36-20-43-31-544
Maximum amount of people: 16
Fee: 1500HUF + TAX/person/night

